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DesignCon: A PCB Design Show

by Andy Shaughnessy
I-CONNECT007

Every DesignCon, we get a chance to check out the current state of PCB (and IC) design, as well as the latest from the EDA tool industry. This year’s conference boasted a variety of papers on signal integrity, EMC, test and measurement, and high-speed PCB design in general. There was plenty of focus on 10 Gb Ethernet, and a slew of skew coverage too. I also heard a lot about convergence, such as signal and power integrity capabilities in the same tool environment, and signal integrity and EMC.

The true geeks started off by performing a teardown of their badges to examine the RFID chips that lay behind our names. (I was afraid I’d mess up my badge and have to sneak onto the show floor through a back door. Not that I’ve ever done that, of course.) It’s hard to believe that RFID is cheap enough to be printed onto disposable trade show badges.

Who’s working on the next RFID, the next big thing?

Keynote speaker Eileen Bartholomew, senior vice president of prize development for the XPRIZE Foundation, is weighing that same question. The foundation is helping speed the development of new technology by incentivizing innovation with unique, press-grabbing contests. In 2004, the group awarded a $10 million prize to the developers of Spaceship One, which carried three people 100 kilometers into space.

Bartholomew challenged attendees to think in terms of disruptive technology, and to avoid being afraid of failure. And, as she explained, money is a great motivational tool. She pointed out that Charles Lindbergh, a hero of XPRIZE creator Peter Diamandis, was motivated to fly across the Atlantic Ocean by a $25,000 prize offered by hotelier Raymond Orteig.

One $30 million XPRIZE contest challenges private entities—not governments—to land a robot on the moon and send back images and data. Other projects will focus on creating a battery that’s up to 1,000 times better than current batteries and tackling illiteracy in children. Lofty goals, all driven by the pursuit of cash. Nothing wrong with that!

The DesignVision Awards were presented, with Altium earning an award for its Altium Designer 14 tool suite. FCI took home an award for its ExaMAX high-speed backplane connector system, as did ANSYS for its PathFinder D technology, its third consecutive DesignVision Award.

On the final day, I moderated a materials panel that covered the development of laminates for speeds up to 50 Gb/s. I was joined by Bryan Nelson of Sanmina, Doug Leys of Park Electrochemical, Dirk Baars of Rogers Corporation, and Fred Hickman of Isola. We discussed the industry’s efforts to develop epoxies that are less lossy and suitable for 50 Gb/s and beyond, as well as possible ways to make PTFE more processable for multilayer PCBs. The Q&A period got everyone talking. As one designer said to me before the panel, “PTFE? More like WTF?”
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DESIGNCON: A PCB DESIGN SHOW continues

the movers and shakers of PCB design and design engineering. Our guest editors, PCB designer Kelly Dack and DuPont engineer Glenn Oliver, performed above and beyond the call of duty, as usual.

Often, I’d ask Kelly or Glenn out of the blue, “Can you interview this guy for me?” If they were available, they’d do it. Thanks a lot, guys. If you want to see the full Real Time with... video program, click here.

Overall, it’s hard to ignore the fact that DesignCon is becoming more of a PCB show every year. It wasn’t too long ago that this was primarily an IC conference and show. But now, the expo aisles are dotted with booths manned by manufacturers such as Sanmina, Prototron, Sierra Circuits, TTM Technologies, and All Flex, not to mention materials companies like Rogers, Isola, Park and DuPont. And the conference features papers and sessions on signal integrity, EMC, and other PCB mainstays. It definitely helps the PCB design community.

Back to Sin City


Stop by and share your story; we want to hear it. See you in Vegas! PCBDESIGN

Andy Shaughnessy is managing editor of The PCB Design Magazine. He has been covering PCB design for 13 years. He can be reached by clicking here.

Archambault Retired, But Still in EMC

by Real Time with...
PCBDesign007

Bruce Archambeault may have retired, more or less. But the IBM emeritus is still working with the IEEE EMC Society, which meets for a symposium this August in Raleigh, NC and in Silicon Valley in 2015.
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Meaningful interconnect design and compliance analysis must start with the identification of broadband dielectric and conductor roughness models. Such models are not available from manufacturers and the model identification is the most important element of successful interconnect design for link paths with 10–50 Gbps and higher data rates. Electromagnetic analysis of interconnects without such models may not be accurate. An overview of broadband dielectric and conductor roughness models for PCB and packaging interconnect problems is provided in the paper. Theory of model identification with generalized modal S-parameters and separation of dielectric and conductor dispersion and loss effects is described. Practical examples of successful dielectric and conductor roughness model identification up to 50 GHz are also provided.

**Introduction**

The largest part of interconnects can be formally defined and simulated as transmission line segments. Models for transmission lines are usually constructed with a static or electromagnetic field solvers. Transmission lines with homogeneous dielectrics (striplines) can be ef-
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effectively analysed with quasi-static field solvers and lines with inhomogeneous dielectric may require analysis with a full-wave solver to account for the high-frequency dispersion\(^1\). Accuracy of transmission line models is mostly defined by availability of broadband dielectric and conductor roughness models. Wideband Debye (a.k.a. Djordjevic-Sarkar or Swensson-Dermer) and multi-pole Debye models\(^2\) are examples of dielectric models suitable for accurate analysis of PCB and packaging interconnects. Expression for complex permittivity of multi-pole Debye model can be written as follows\(^2\):

\[
\varepsilon(f) = \varepsilon(\infty) + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_n}{1 + i \frac{f}{f_n}}
\]

Values of dielectric constant at infinity \(\varepsilon(\infty)\) as well as pole frequencies \(f_n\) and residues \(\Delta \varepsilon_n\) are not known for composite dielectrics and have to be identified. The number of poles \(N\) for model suitable for analysis of interconnects up to 50 GHz should be 5-10\(^2\).

Expression for complex permittivity of the wideband Debye model can be written as follows\(^2\):

\[
\varepsilon(f) = \varepsilon(\infty) + \frac{\varepsilon_d}{(m_2 - m_1) \cdot \ln(10)} \cdot \ln \left[ \frac{10^{m_2} + if}{10^{m_1} + if} \right]
\]

As in the case of multi-pole Debye model, a number of parameters have to be identified in Eq. 2. Values of \(m_1\) and \(m_2\) define the position of the first and last pole in the continuous spectrum defined by the model. Those are typically set to very low and very high values outside of the frequency band of interest. Values of \(\varepsilon(\infty)\) and \(\varepsilon_d\) can be identified with only one measurement of dielectric constant and loss tangent\(^2\). \(f\) in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 is frequency.

To simulate the effect of conductor roughness, Huray’s snowball\(^3\) and modified Hammerstadt\(^4\) conductor roughness models can be effectively used. Expression for the conductor surface impedance correction coefficient based on the Huray's snowball model can be written as follows\(^4\):

\[
K_{rh} = 1 + \left( \frac{N \cdot 4\pi \cdot r^2}{A_{hex}} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{\delta}{r} + \frac{\delta^2}{2 \cdot r^2} \right)
\]

This model has 2 parameters: ball radius \(r\) and ratio of the number of balls to the base tile area \(N/A_{hex}\). Both are not known for commonly used copper foils.

Another practically useful surface impedance correction coefficient is the modified Hammerstadt model, which can be expressed as follows\(^4\):

\[
K_{rh} = 1 + \left( \frac{2}{\pi} \cdot \arctan \left[ 1.4 \left( \frac{\Delta}{\delta} \right)^2 \right] \right) \cdot (RF - 1)
\]

It has also two parameters: \(\Delta\) or surface roughness (SR) parameter (may be associated with RMS peak to valley value) and roughness factor \(RF\) (maximal possible increase of losses due to roughness). Note that the classical Hammerstadt model has \(RF=2\) and just one parameter, but this is not very useful for characterisation of PCB copper\(^4\). \(\delta\) in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 is the frequency-dependent skin depth.

Manufacturers of dielectrics usually provide dielectric parameters at 1–3 points in the best cases. It is not possible to construct broadband multi-pole Debye model from just three points, to have model bandwidth from 1 MHz to 50 GHz, as typically required for 10–50 Gbps data links. Five or more points may be required with one of the points close to the highest frequency of interest\(^2\). In addition, all points have to be consistent and measured with the same method. Manufacturers of advanced PCB dielectric typically provide dielectric constant and loss tangent at 10 GHz or lower frequencies. However, those points may be acceptable for defining the wideband Debye model, because just one point is needed to identify the model parameters. The constructed model be-
We are honored, and deeply grateful to our customers, vendor partners and employees for making us North America’s leader in PCB finishes. Thank you for an extraordinary year, and for the opportunity to be of service.
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comes useful over an extremely broad frequency range.

Things are not so good for the copper roughness models. Manufacturers of copper laminates typically do not offer any parameters for the electrical roughness models. Parameters in datasheets are usable for mechanical purpose, but not for the electrical characterisation. RMS peak-to-valley value $R_q$ can sometime be used for reverse treatment foils as parameter $\Delta$ in the modified Hammerstadt model. The roughness factor has to be identified. Thus, meaningful interconnect design and compliance analysis must start with the identification or validation of dielectric and conductor roughness models over the frequency band of interest. Availability of accurate broadband material models is the most important element for design success. Validation or identification of dielectric and conductor models can be done with generalized modal S-parameters\textsuperscript{5, 6, 7}. Main steps of the process are described in the next section. Possible methods for separation of dielectric and conductor roughness loss and dispersion effects are also discussed in the paper. Multiple practical examples are provided.

**Broadband Model Identification**

Dielectric and conductor roughness models identification can be done by matching measured and computed generalized modal S-parameters (GMS-parameters) for a transmission line segment. S-parameters for two line segments with different length and substantially identical cross-sections and transitions to probes or connectors must be measured first to compute measured GMS-parameters. Before proceeding with the identification of the material models, it is important to verify all dimensions of the test structures on the board. In particular, cross-sections of the transmission lines and length difference between two line pairs have to be accurately measured. Next, quality of measured transmission line S-parameters has to be estimated and TDR used to verify consistency of the test fixtures.

The basic procedure for the dielectric and conductors surface roughness models identification is illustrated in Figure 1 can be performed as follows:

1. Measure scattering parameters (S-parameters) for at least two transmission line segments of different length ($L_1$ and $L_2$) and substantially identical cross-section and conductor roughness profile filled with dielectric with known dielectric model.

2. Compute generalized modal S-parameters of the transmission line segment difference $L = |L_2 - L_1|$ from the measured S-parameters following procedure described in [5].

3. Compute GMS-parameters of line segment difference $L$:

   (3a) Guess dielectric (Eq. 1 and 2) or conductor surface roughness (Eq. 3 and 4) model and model parameters.

   (3b) Compute generalized modal S-parameter of line segment difference $L$ by solving Maxwell’s equations for line cross-section with the broadband material models as described in references 4-6.

4. Compare GMS-parameters and adjust model to minimize the difference or output the identified model.

   (4a) Compare the measured and computed generalized modal S-parameters; compute the metric of difference of two complex GMS-parameters.

   (4b) If the difference is larger than a threshold, change model parameters (or model type) and repeat steps 3b-4.

   (4c) If the difference is less than or equal to threshold, the dielectric or conductor roughness model is found.

This procedure can be implemented and automated in Simbeor software\textsuperscript{8}, including the model parameters’ optimization. The key in this approach is availability of algorithms for analysis of transmission lines that supports the frequency-continuous material models (Eq. 1-4) in step 3b of the algorithm shown in Figure 1.

It is known that the conductor roughness effect causes signal degradation (losses and dispersion) that are similar to the signal degradation caused by dielectrics\textsuperscript{4}. Thus, it is important to properly separate the effects of losses and dispersion between the conductor roughness and dielectric models, or to understand the consequences of not conducting such separation.
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There are four scenarios for building the conductor surface roughness model with and without separation of the loss and dispersion effects between the dielectric and conductor surface roughness models:

1) Optimize dielectric model to fit measured and modeled GMS-parameters following the procedure in Figure 1 and do not use any additional conductor roughness model. The dielectric model will include effect of conductor surface roughness. Such model may be suitable for the analysis of a particular transmission line and has to be rebuilt if strip width or line type is changed. This combined model may be acceptable in cases of high-loss dielectrics when the effect of conductor roughness is minimal. This case is similar to the dielectric model identification described in references 5 and 6, but with rough conductors.

2) Define dielectric model with the data available from the dielectric manufacturer and then identify a roughness model (a roughness correction coefficient) with GMS-parameters following the procedure in Figure 1. This approach works well if a manufacturer has reliable procedure to identify the dielectric properties (most of them do). Wideband Debye models can be defined with just one value of dielectric constant and loss tangent specified at one fre-
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3) If the dielectric model is not available, identify dielectric and conductor roughness models separately. In addition to two line segments with rough copper, make two or more transmission line segments with flat rolled copper on the same board. First, use segments with flat copper to identify parameters in dielectric model following the procedure in Figure 1. Then use the identified dielectric model for rough segments and identify the conductor roughness model following the same procedure Figure 1, but for the roughness model. This is the simplest way to separate loss and dispersion effects in conductor surface roughness and dielectric models.

4) If the dielectric model is not available, identify dielectric and conductor roughness models simultaneously. It can be done with multiple line pairs with different widths of strips in each pair (narrow, regular and wide strips made of the same rough copper for instance). Dielectric model and conductor roughness model parameters can be optimized simultaneously following the procedure in Figure 1, until differences of GMS-parameters for segments of all strip widths reach the stopping criteria. The resulting dielectric and roughness models will be usable for a given range of the strip widths. Though the procedure is the most complicated and may lead to multiple possibilities (ambiguities).

Overall, the material identification procedure described here is the simplest possible. It needs measurements for 2 t-lines with any geometry of cross-section and transitions. No extraction of propagation constants (Gamma) from measured data is required. The extraction of Gamma is difficult and error-prone. Also, no de-embedding of connectors and launches is required. De-embedding of PCB structures is usually difficult or even impossible due to inhomogeneity of dielectrics and manufacturing variations. The approach needs the simplest numerical model—only propagation constant has to be computed for a given cross-section and with the material models to identify. No 3D electromagnetic models of the transitions.
are required. Procedure with GMS-parameters has minimal number of smooth complex functions to match during the identification process. Specifically, one S-parameter for single and two S-parameters for differential lines have to be matched. All reflection and modal transformation parameters are exactly zeroes. Identified models are frequency-continuous and models (Eq. 2–4) are not restricted to the frequency band used in the identification process—they are naturally extendable above the upper frequencies and below the lower frequencies.

**Practical Example**

As an example of material parameters identification up to 50 GHz (for 25–50 Gbps data channel) we use measured data provided by Wild River Technology for CMP-28 channel model platform validation board made with Isola FR-408 materials and regular copper. The board and stackup are shown in Figure 2. Five points for dielectric constant and loss tangent are available from the datasheet for the FR-408 material, but the points are measured with different methods and the maximal frequency is only 10 GHz. Frequency-continuous multi-pole Debye model cannot be accurately defined up to 50 GHz with those data. No data for the conductor roughness was available from the board manufacturer. To identify dielectric and conductor roughness model parameters, we can use 2-inch and 8-inch single-ended stripline links in layer L03 (see stackup in Figure 2).

S-parameters measured for two line segments are shown in Figure 2.

Following the procedure outlined in the previous section, we first estimated measured S-parameters quality in Simbeor Touchstone Analyser tool. As we can see from Figure 3, the quality of S-parameters for the stripline segments is excellent (final quality metric is close to 100%). TDRs of both segments have been also evaluated and both links looked consistent (impedance and discontinuities are close). After measured S-parameters for test structures were pre-qualified, we convert the measured reflective S-parameters into generalized or reflectionless S-parameters shown in Figure 4 (red and blue curves).

Dielectric specifications (see insert in Figure 2) show that this dielectric has dielectric constant (Dk) 3.66 and loss tangent (LT) of 0.0117 at 1 GHz (the other points are also consistent with that value and WD model). We can use that point to define the wideband Debye model (Eq. 2). If we compute GMS-parameters for 6-inch segments with the electromagnetic analysis with wideband Debye model and Dk=3.66 and LT=0.0117 defined at 1 GHz (shown with blue curves in Figure 4), the difference in the measured and computed group delay is relatively small, but the difference in GMS insertion loss is large, up to 25% as shown in Figure 4.
Dk in the model must be increased to 3.83 to match the measured group delay—that increase can be explained by the layered structure and anisotropy of the dielectric due to that. How to explain the large difference in the predicted and measured insertion loss? Typically this situation is attributed to incorrect data from the manufacturer. In this case, LT should be increased to 0.0138 to have an acceptable match for the insertion loss. With such adjustment, the measured and computed GMS-parameters match well as shown in Figure 5.

Another option is to assume that the dielectric loss tangent from the manufacturer data-sheet is actually accurate enough (it is typically measured with the accurate strip resonator method and strips are made of smooth copper), and attribute all observed excessive losses to the conductor roughness. As shown in Figure 6, nearly perfect correspondence of measured and computed models can be achieved with the modified Hammerstadt model (Eq. 4) with the roughness parameter 0.32, roughness factor 3.3 and conductor resistivity adjusted to 1.1 (relative to resistivity of annealed copper). To match the GMS group delay, smaller adjustment of the dielectric constant from 3.66 to 3.8 was needed.

As the result of this simple example we ended up with two models—one with the conductor roughness effect accounted by increase of dielectric loss tangent from 0.0117 to 0.0138, and another model with loss tangent 0.0117 as in the specs and additional modified Hammerstadt model for conductor roughness. Which one is correct? Both models are actually suitable for analysis of the 10.5 mil stripline on that board. However, if strips with substantially different widths are used, the model without roughness effect will be less accurate, assuming that all additional losses are due to conductor roughness. For instance if we use both models for analysis of 6-inch strip line with strip width 6 mil and 7.5 mil distance, two models will produce up...
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to 10% difference in the insertion loss as illustrated in Figure 7. Note that FR-408 can be considered as a medium-loss dielectric. Difference in insertion loss between model with increased LT and with proper roughness model can be as large as 30% starting from 3–5 GHz in cases of low-loss dielectrics such as Megtron 6. Model with the rough conductor produces more accurate insertion loss estimation for broader range of strip widths.

This example illustrates typical situation and importance of the dielectric and conductor roughness model identification to have analysis to measurement correspondence up to 50 GHz.

Interesting results of dielectric and conductor roughness models identification with GMS-parameters for multiple materials were recently reported and some data are provided in Table 1 as another practical example.

Note that all dielectric and conductor roughness models identified here are not actually restricted to the upper frequency 50 GHz level used in the identification process. The models are frequency-continuous and can be useful well above that frequency. This is one of the advantages of the broadband model identification method over approaches with resonators where dielectric properties are identified only at some frequency points.

**Conclusion**

An overview of frequency-continuous dielectric and conductor roughness models is provided in the paper. Such models must used in PCB and packaging interconnect analysis and measurement correlation up to 50 GHz and beyond. Practical procedure for the identification of the model parameters have been described.
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Figure 6: Measured (red and blue curves) and computed (green curves) GMS insertion loss (left plot) and group delay (right plot) for 6-inch stripline segments (Dk=3.8 (3.8% increase), LT=0.0117 (no change), Wideband Debye model, modified Hammerstadt model with SR=0.32 um, RF=3.3 for copper roughness).

Figure 7: GMS insertion loss (left plot) and group delay (right plot) for 6 inch differential strip segments computed with roughness losses included into dielectric model (blue curves with *) and with separated conductor roughness model (red curves with x).
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in details. It is shown that proper separation of loss and dispersion effects between dielectric and conductor models is very important. Without proper roughness model, dielectric models become dependent on the width of strips used in the test structures. If strip width is changed, difference in insertion loss predicted by models with roughness effect accounted in the dielectric models may be up to 20–30% off from the proper model with conductor roughness.

Note that PCB materials are composed of glass fiber and resin, and have layered structure and thus display anisotropy. Separate dielectric models for composite and resin layers may be required as shown in reference 10, or vertical and horizontal components of dielectric constant will have to be separately identified. Also, differences in dielectric properties of glass and resin can cause further signal degradation in form of skew and jitter induced by the fiber-weave effect. Composite material models to account for all these effects are available in Simbeor software™. 

Table 1: Broadband material models identified in⁷. Dielectric constant and loss tangent values define Wideband Debye model (2), Dk values in brackets and loss tangent are from datasheets, roughness parameters are for modified Hammerstadt model (Eq. 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board Types</th>
<th>Model Parameters</th>
<th>WD Dielectric Constant @ 1 GHz</th>
<th>WD Loss Tangent @ 1 GHz</th>
<th>MH Roughness (SR, rms) (µm)</th>
<th>MH Roughness Factor (RF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megtron-6 with HVLP copper</td>
<td>3.64 (3.6)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megtron-6 with RTF copper</td>
<td>3.72 (3.6)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelco N4000-13EPSI with RTF copper</td>
<td>3.425 (3.4)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In a previous Beyond Design, Impedance Matching: Terminations, I discussed various termination strategies and concluded that a series terminator is best for high-speed transmission lines. Different terminating strategies have advantages and disadvantages depending on the application, but in general, series termination is excellent for point-to-point routes, one load per net. In summary, series termination reduces ringing and ground bounce.

But, what if there are a number of loads—how should these transmission lines be routed? For perfect transfer of energy and to eliminate reflections, the impedance of the source must equal the impedance of the trace(s) to the load.

Bifurcated transmission lines—traces that are split into two or more T-sections—are sometimes used to distribute signals to multiple loads. The impedance of the bifurcated line is not constant along the trace route, as the traces branching from the T-section are virtually in parallel when you consider the equivalent AC circuit. In this case, proper termination has not been provided and an impedance discontinuity can be seen at the branch point. In Figure 1, a 50 ohm signal from the driver is split into two transmission lines of 50 ohms and then into the loads. At branch (A), the two 50 ohm traces in parallel equate to a 25 ohm equivalent trace, and a mismatch in impedance. Figure 2 illustrates the resultant waveform of the unmatched transmission line.

Bifurcated transmission lines with matched impedances are a better choice. Rather than having the traces all the same width, the branch traces are reduced in order to match the impedance at the branch. The impedance of the traces after the branch then becomes $2 \times Z_0$ or 100

---

Figure 1: An unmatched bifurcated transmission line.
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ohms, and since these are in parallel the load seen at the branch is 50 ohms.

This would work fairly well if we could just halve the trace width. But, the width of the trace is not directly proportional to the impedance and a field solver is required to calculate the correct width required. For instance, a 24 mil trace of 52 ohms has to drop to 4 mil to double in impedance given the same substrate. This is solved by the ICD Stackup Planner Field Solver in Figure 3. The ICD Stackup Planner can be downloaded from www.icd.com.au.

This configuration also requires parallel pull-down resistors of 2 \( z_0 \) at each load. These end terminators ensure that the transmitted pulse progresses once down the line and then

---

**Figure 2**: The resultant waveform of the unmatched line.

**Figure 3**: The ICD Stackup Planner solves the impedance of a 24 mil trace of 52 ohms compared to a 4 mil trace of 104 ohms.
stops—preventing reflection—which is what impedance matching is all about.

Figure 5 illustrates the improved waveform of the matched bifurcated line of Figure 4. This technique, for matching branched lines, is not often used due to the difficulty of fabricating traces of widely varying impedance on the same substrate. Also, space limitations beneath FPGAs limit the width of the thicker trace. Another issue with this technique lies with the loop return currents created within the network. If one of the bifurcated traces is located on a different layer to the other, the return current will be referenced to different planes. When this occurs, a potentially large loop area is created, with a corresponding increase in radiated emissions. GND
stitching vias may help alleviate this problem.

We’ve covered differential clock and strobe routing in previous columns, but let’s look at address routing. Fly-by topology—as used in double data rate design—uses a daisy-chain or multi-drop topology on address, command and control signals.

Fly-by topology reduces simultaneous switching noise (SSN) by deliberately causing flight-time skew between the data and strobes at every chip/SDRAM requiring controllers to compensate for this skew by adjusting the timing per byte lane.

In this case, a series terminator (R11) is employed close to the driver and a parallel 100 ohm VTT pull-up (R18 resistor network) at the end of the loads. If the distance from the source to the first load is short, then the series terminator may not be required. But, this should be determined by simulation. The ideal location for end terminators is past the last load—with no side branch or stub—as depicted.

Stub length should be kept to a minimum. You can see how the address line, highlighted in Figure 6, is routed directly over the memory/load pin with a very short stub going off to each load. Since this stub is extremely short, compared to the transmission line length and length of the rising edge, an impedance mismatch is avoided. Short stubs, and their associated receiver capacitance, act like simple capacitive loads which tend to roll-off the rising edge.

This configuration is ideal for DDR design but what if there is a slower rise-time clock that needs to be distributed to a number of loads?

Star routing is ideal for distributing clocks to multiple loads and is also used for power distribution on signal layers. The routing fans-out from a central point and connects to each load. But, with distributed loads also comes unmatched lengths between the loads. If a single series terminator is used, close to the source as in Figure 7, the different trace lengths cause different delays to each load which is unavoidable unless the lengths are matched. This also creates reflections which can be seen in Figure 8. Reflections occur whenever the impedance of the transmission line changes along its length. This can be caused by unmatched drivers/loads, layer transitions, different dielectric materials, stubs, vias, connectors and IC packages. By understanding the causes of these reflections and eliminating the source of the mismatch, a design can be engineered with reliable performance.

In Figure 9, three individual series terminators are used in conjunction with three different trace lengths. Figure 10 illustrates the resultant clean waveform.

If all the trace lengths, of the star configuration, are matched to length/delay then these reflections do not occur. So there is a choice: match the lengths or use individual series ter-

Figure 6: Multi-drop address routing.
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EFFECTIVE ROUTING OF MULTIPLE LOADS continues

Figure 7: A single series terminator close to the source.

Figure 8: Reflections of the unmatched lines.
Figure 9: Individual series terminators at the source.

Figure 10: The resultant waveform of individual series terminators.
minators close to the source to dampen the reflections.

**Points to Remember**
- A series terminator is best for high-speed transmission lines.
- Bifurcated transmission lines—traces that are split into two or more T-sections—are sometimes used to distribute signals to multiple loads.
- At the branch, the two 50 ohm traces in parallel equate to a 25 ohm equivalent trace—and a mismatch in impedance.
- Trace width is not directly proportional to impedance.
- Bifurcated transmission lines with matched impedances are a better choice.
- The end terminators ensure that the transmitted pulse progresses once down the line and then stops, preventing reflection.
- Matching branched lines are not often used due to the difficulty of fabricating traces of widely varying impedance on the same substrate.
- If one of the bifurcated traces is located on a different layer to the other, the return current will be referenced to different planes potentially creating a large loop area and EMI.
- Fly-by topology employs a series terminator close to the driver and a parallel 100 ohm VTT pull-up at the end of the loads.
- Star routing is ideal for distributing clocks to multiple loads and is also used for power distribution on signal layers.
- Reflections occur if the trace lengths of star routing are unmatched.
- The choice is this: Match the lengths or use individual series terminators, close to the source, to dampen the reflections of a star route.
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**Energy Harvesting Systems to Reach $375M by 2020**

Energy harvesting systems offer an attractive alternative to battery power for portable devices. According to a recent report from Navigant Research, worldwide revenue from energy harvesting systems will grow from $283 million in 2014 to nearly $375 million in 2020.

Another important application for energy harvesting is pervasive sensor networks, where thousands of sensors monitor all measurable commodities in real time. These devices diligently work to provide important information about temperature, humidity, security, machine health, structural health, and much more. As an alternative technology to power these networks, energy harvesting offers several advantages over conventional power supplies.

The report, “Energy Harvesting,” analyzes existing and emerging energy harvesting technologies in depth, looking at nine end-use consumer and industrial application segments and the four most successful transduction methods for converting ambient energy. An Executive Summary of the report is available for free download here.
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IPD: PCB Sales Improving Despite Weaker Orders
“While sales continued to strengthen in the North American PCB industry compared to last year, orders declined,” said Sharon Starr, IPC’s director of market research. “This disparity between sales and order growth pushed the book-to-bill ratio to its lowest point since March 2009,” she added, “indicating a slow and possibly bumpy recovery going into 2014.”

Spirit Circuits Acquires Lyncolec
After six months of negotiation, innovative PCB manufacturer Spirit Circuits is pleased to announce the acquisition of Poole, UK-based PCB manufacturer Lyncolec. The company is well-known for supplying rigid, flex, and hybrid multilayer PCBs.

IPC Redefines Microvias, Again
In 2013, IPC changed its definition of a microvia. Before then, a microvia was defined as any printed board with holes that have a diameter of equal to or less than 0.15 mm [0.006 in]. Over time, that size became common, while more challenging geometries emerged to alter the definition of microvia structures.

IPC’s 2013: A Year in Review
Within the printed board fabrication arena, IPC released updates to two of its most popular flexible circuit standards: IPC-6013C, Qualification and Performance Specification for Flexible Printed Boards, and IPC-4203A, Cover Bonding Material for Flexible Printed Circuitry.

PCB Solutions Doubled PCB Engineering Projects in 2013
PCB Solutions is pleased to announce yet another year of excellent growth in one of its core services: Engineering design and PCB layout. The company developed engineering services most of the 2013 year and made great strides in growing its engineering division.

Innovative Circuits Doubles Capacity with Drill Acquisitions
“These new drills allow us to use all of our drills more efficiently,” says Russell Nolan, manager of drill and route operations. “This acquisition speeds up our operations tremendously and increases our ability to meet our customers’ quick-turn demands.”

Murrietta Circuits Achieves ISO-13485 Certification
Albert Murrietta, COO and co-owner, announces that his company has achieved full ISO-13485 registration for the medical marketplace. Murrietta is now one of the few companies in the nation that can offer a true full turnkey solution, from design through final assembly, with complete medical ISO registration.

MFLEX Doubles Sales to New Customers
Reza Meshgin, CEO, commented, “Net sales to our newer customers more than doubled sequentially, and are expected to represent approximately 23% of total net sales. Looking ahead to the fiscal second quarter, we expect a significant sequential decline in net sales that we anticipate could approach 40%.”

AT&S Named ZTE’s Best Quality Performance Supplier
On December 12, 2013 ZTE held an awards ceremony for Excellent Suppliers. In addition to winning the “Excellent Delivery” Award in 2012, AT&S was awarded the “ZTE Annual Best Quality Performance Award 2013” as core supplier.

Impact of Inexpensive Flex PCBs on Cell Phone Production
Using flex circuits as the interconnect choice in the assembly of cell phones will bring huge benefits. These boards have low mass and cause cell phones to be much lighter. They are capable of housing small conductors with high wiring density, taking up less space. Being lighter and smaller will result in an end-product that is more versatile.
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Understanding the Typical CAM Process
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Editor’s Note: This column also appears in this month’s issue of The PCB Magazine.

CAM vs. Capability
Many new customers have some misconceptions about what a typical fab shop can and cannot do. There are levels of manufacturing that need to be well understood by the buyer. The PCB buyer needs to know where a board will be a good fit based on the parts’ complexity. How does this happen? How does the PCB buyer or a contract manufacturer know who is (or is not) a good fit based on a myriad of different designs, from simple 2–4 layer RF parts to high-layer count HDI, blind and buried via parts? If the part is of medium complexity, it can be built by virtually any mid to higher level PCB fabricator. Many times it boils down to things like quote response time. More diligent buyers may use a tool such as The PCB List where they can compare technology levels side-by-side and make good decisions about where a part should go. Not all PCB buyers need a shop that can do 2 mil lines and spaces or laser stacked vias. Sometimes the product dictates a shop of this type must be used; other times, when a given design does not “push” the fabricator’s limits, more fabricators obviously have an opportunity to show what they can do.

What is CAM?
Not all board fabricators have the ability to have both CAD and CAM. You may say to yourself, “But a CAM tool should be able to do some, if not all, CAD functions.” And that is true. But if you are really getting to the design level, you need to have a design team. Many PCB fabricators do not have design capabilities but do have the ability to understand the customers’ needs and recognize design attributes.

Let me give you some examples of this, ranging from simple CAM assumptions to more complex ones. Let’s say a design has copper poured right to the edge of the part, but is NOT a Z-axis or edge-plated part. A good CAM department may do a very minimal clip of the metal around the periphery like .003–.004”. This is imperceptible to the end-user as it appears metal is right to the edge and if the metal would have been left alone there may be burring at final rout (functional, but not cosmetically the best). Again, this is where a good CAM person comes into play: When would they NOT do something like a minimal clip for rout? An example
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would be RF launches on an obvious RF part; here, we know the intention is to literally have metal right to the edge and that any burring at final rout is acceptable with the customer. This is where their understanding of electrical function comes into play, along with years of practical experience.

And when I say CAM department, I mean both people and tools, as the tools are only as good as the people behind them. I have said many times that a good CAM operator is worth his weight in gold.

Likewise there are many levels of designers and layout folks, some with years of knowledge and good common-sense layout practices. These are the guys and gals that ask the important questions at the right time, which is to say at the design/layout stage and not after the PCB gets to the board fabricator.

What Does a Fabricator do with Your Data?

To start, let’s go through what a board fabricator needs from an output CAD package briefly and talk about what edits are done at the manufacturing stage and why you need to know about them.

Regarding output packages, what does a fabricator need to be able to fab your part?

1. Image data of all the layers involved including mask files, silkscreens and pastes exported as either Gerber 274D, 274X, or ODB++. At least one of these files should have a part outline on it, unless you are providing a drawing with a dimensioned hole or feature.
2. NC drill file or files (for blind or buried). Typically, Excellon 1 or Excellon 2 format.
3. An IPC-356 type netlist so the fabricator can run the design against the exported Gerber.
4. A drill drawing with hole sizes, dimensions and drill symbols chart.

If the part is impedance controlled, the drawing should describe what lines are being controlled, where they reside and what threshold and tolerance they need to perform at.

Now the fabricator has the job. Will my data undergo any modifications for manufacturing? Yes, so let’s go through them.

1. Drill compensation for plated holes, slots or edge features

Depending upon surface finish, fabricators will drill anywhere between .004” and .005” over your specified finished hole size (FHS) to plate back down to your nominal size. Since this is something done by all manufacturers your output data should have already taken this into account. Fabricators like to see a minimum of .002” per side annular ring pad to hole after this drill compensation on signal layers and at least .005-.006” per side pad to copper pour after the drill compensation.

Sometimes CAM is a compromise between pad size, drilled hole size, copper weight and available space. Don’t rope yourself into anything if you don’t have to. If the hole is a legitimate via and you really don’t care about its finished hole size make it +.003” minus the entire hole size.

2. Etch compensations for image data

Depending upon the starting copper, all image data is compensated at the CAM stage to account for the known loss at the fabricators etcher. Typical rule of thumb is a half-mil of additional line or metal feature width for every half ounce of starting copper.
Exception to this rule is quarter oz copper foil where no etch compensation needs to be added. Quarter-ounce foils are typically only used for outer or surface layers.

Again, your design should be able to accommodate these compensations. Example: If your design is .003”/.003” and you are asking for 2 oz. copper you will get a phone call from your fabricator.

3. Panelization

If you are ordering parts as an array either as a tab rout, score or combination of both you will want to provide a sub panel drawing with any particulars your assembler may need like additional tooling, fiducials, specific areas where not to place a tab due to part overhang issues at assembly, etc.

If you have no preferences and your chosen assembler does not need anything special typically the board fabricator can come up with a good sub panel that works well for both manufacturing and assembly. For instance: Even if no tooling or fiducials are specified for the given array, many times fabricators will add them to the array anyway. They are generally of no harm at that point and can be quite helpful if tooling and fiducials were not foreseen.

4. A 1-up compare and net-list compare

The fabricator will perform a 1-up compare at the CAM stage even if no IPC netlist is provided. This is to ensure the addition of the drill and etch compensations does not create manufacturing capability violations. A 1-up compare is only that; it is not a netlist compare. If an IPC-356 file is provided, the fabricator will also run the provided IPC netlist against your provided exported Gerber data. Remember this is a design vs. exported Gerber file comparison. If you do not provide an IPC netlist for a class 36012 job, your fabricator will ask for one. I have been asked many times over the years to simply generate a net-list based on their exported Gerber data. If a netlist is generated by the fabricator based on the Gerber data, at what point would we ever find a mismatch? So what is my point? If you would like us to verify your design iteration against your exported Gerber data please provide an IPC netlist.

A brief note about IPC net-lists and their generation: Avoid creating test points for things that will be connected only after the devices are loaded, such as surface mounts or edge-plated castellations. This will avoid a phone call from your fabricator with false or erroneous “broken” or open nets. Likewise, many times in a design an AGND to DGND short is designed in and is intentional. Make note of these intentional net-list anomalies.

Throughout this article I have used the term “artwork” but today you have fabricators that can send the image data from CAM directly to a direct image device, eliminating the use of films and thus another transgression of the artwork image. Every copy you make loses a little in the translation. If you can image the cores and outer layers directly, this loss is minimized.

Common Fabrication CAM Issues

1. RF parts

RF type applications typically require a specific design tool suite that does not always deal with things like RF impedance controlled traces in a conventional manner. For example:

RF traces are often drawn as a composite of many smaller line sizes to be able to deal with the unique shapes and reflections needed for RF work. This is a nightmare for a CAM operator. The size being controlled may be specified as .025”, but when the CAM operator queries the apertures used for .025”, they do not exist. Again, this is because they have been drawn as a conglomerate or composite of many smaller trace widths.

2. Same size trace width for single-ended impedance structures, differential pairs and copper pour

This does not allow the CAM operator to easily select one or the other for any unique re-sizing that may be necessary for meeting or getting closer to the customers’ desired impedances.

For years, I have advocated using a tenth or a hundredth of a mil to differentiate between single-ended traces, diff pairs and copper pour that are using the same draw size. Fabricators cannot resolve this small difference but it allows the CAM operator to select and deal with those structures without affecting the others. I am happy to see this is becoming the norm.
3. Etch and drill compensations not taken into account at the design and layout stage

This can mean the difference between a quote and a “no bid” from a fabricator. Do not make the pads only .005” over the finished hole size or you will get a phone call from your fabricator, as this does not allow for drill compensation plus a minimum of .002” per side annular ring pad/hole. The same goes for slots or other edge-plated features.

Additionally, make sure the design allows for etch compensations based on the copper weight you are specifying. Again the rule of thumb is half mil for every half-ounce of starting copper. Specific information about etch and drill compensations can be gleaned from the fabricator as different shops require different process minimums. Add to that, if your design needs to meet IPC, these things should have already been factored into the design.

Drawings and Data Don’t Match

Sometimes this happens due to rounding errors from metric to imperial or vice versa, but sometimes it happens because the part has been revised and the note is no longer applicable. Remember to review the drawings to make sure all information contained is valid and/or still required.

These are but a few examples of things a CAM department will run into. I hope this has helped you understand a small part of the CAM process as it relates to board fabrication. Feel free to send me your feedback!
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Advances in semiconductor manufacturing have paced the development of electronics for six decades. The smallest transistor geometries are one thousandth the size possible 40 years ago, and that scaling, along with innovations in materials and architecture, has resulted not only in the integration of whole systems on chips, but device speeds that now challenge the limits of carrying digital signals over copper traces on FR-4 for distances as long as a desktop computer motherboard.

I venture that progress in electronics now hinges not so much on semiconductor advances as it does on a transition to PCB laminates that have better dielectric properties than FR-4. Consider the latest USB chip sets. A consortium of semiconductor, PC, and software companies drafted the original Universal Serial Bus standard in the 1990s to provide a common interface for connecting all sorts of peripherals to personal computers, one that could support the disk-drive data rates at the time and also supply power to external equipment. That standard specified two communication modes: a “full-speed” mode with a 12-Mb/s maximum signaling rate and a low-speed mode for such devices as a keyboard or joystick. The USB topology consists of a central host residing in a PC, and multiple ports downstream of that host controller, which can connect with peripherals that may in turn serve as hubs for communication with other equipment.

The original standard was amended within a few years by USB 2.0, which upped the maximum signaling rate by 40 times to 480 Mb/s. That version was superseded in 2008 by USB 3.0, which increased the maximum rate to 5 Gb/s. USB 3.0 is backward-compatible with the preceding standard, but includes a new high-speed bus in parallel with the USB 2.0 bus. In 2013, the standard was again upgraded, adding an even faster transfer mode whose ceiling is 10 Gb/s. The first chip sets to support the latest version of the standard, USB 3.1, will be introduced this year.

A peripheral that would communicate in the fastest mode can be connected to the host by a cable up to a meter long. The total allowable
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loss in the channel end-to-end through the external device to the host controller is -20 dB at the maximum signaling rate, according to the model by the USB organization. The channel model includes loss from the cable, loss from the connectors, loss in the device PCB, and at most a 7-dB loss across the host PCB, based on a 10-inch maximum trace length there. Active repeaters would be required if loss exceeds that -7 dB budget. Of course, the rescue to compensate for the signal degradation through the channel is equalization, both on the transmit and receive sides.

Microchip, one of the companies that manufactures chip sets to implement USB 3.0 (5-Gb/s maximum signaling rate), points out in their implementation guidelines:

Signal losses for copper traces running on FR-4 materials can be very significant at USB 3.0 SuperSpeed (SS) signaling rates. Ways to mitigate losses include:

1. Keep SS traces as short as practical. This is the single most practical and cost-effective thing that can be done to reduce signal loss.
2. Route SS traces on outer layers, rather than on inner layers.
3. Consider laminates with lower DF and DK ratings. These lower-loss materials include FR408HR, FR408HRIS, N4000-13SI, Rogers.
4. Try to route SS signals at a 45-degree angle to the material weave direction so that the trace does not occasionally line up with a high-resin, high-loss path.
5. Consider low-loss materials, like N4000-13SI or Rogers.

Note they twice emphasize switching from FR-4 to low-loss materials, and this is in an application note for devices to implement 5-Gb/s communication, not the upcoming chips to enable double that rate.

Jim Choate, the USB technology product manager at Agilent Technologies, recently presented a webinar about compliance testing for USB 3.1 devices. He started his career working on computer motherboard design and validation at Intel during the 1990s and later served as the USB Implementers’ Forum (USB-IF) compliance committee chairman. He contends there is enough margin to push USB signal rates beyond 10 Gb/s without abandoning FR-4 for PC motherboards, but concedes repeaters would be necessary and very likely much different architectural approaches for USB chip sets. From his experience at Intel, he believes that using a material other than FR-4 for a PC motherboard would be a deal-breaker.

Who would wager that each future generation of semiconductor devices, whatever their function, won’t be faster than their predecessors?

Eventually, the expense of developing tricks to skirt the limitations of conventional PCB materials won’t be cost-effective, and the slight premium for a material with far less loss will be well worth the price. I submit that we’re close to that threshold.

“Eventually, the expense of developing tricks to skirt the limitations of conventional PCB materials won’t be cost-effective, and the slight premium for a material with far less loss will be well worth the price. I submit that we’re close to that threshold.”

Amit Bahl directs sales and marketing at Sierra Circuits, a PCB manufacturer in Sunnyvale, CA. He can be reached by clicking here.
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DfR Solutions Alliance Intensifies Government/Military Focus
“We are excited about the relationship with Circuit Solutions. Historically, DfR Solutions has successfully supported many government and military electronics reliability programs through SeaPort-e, NASA Safety and Mission Assurance Services, OSD Corrosion Prevention and other programs,” said Craig Hillman, CEO of DfR Solutions.

3D Printing Coming to Military Applications
As researchers at Picatinny Arsenal explore the potential of three-dimensional printing, they envision the possibility of embedding a radio antenna on the side of a soldier’s helmet or printing sensors directly onto a weapon or even an article of clothing.

Total Market for Electric UAVs to Top $1B by 2023
The total market value for electric unmanned aerial vehicles will reach over one billion dollars by 2023 according to findings in the new IDTechEx report, “Electric Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) 2013-2023.”

Global Dimensional Metrology Market in Aerospace Industry
New analysis from Frost & Sullivan, Assessment of the Global Dimensional Metrology Market in the Aerospace Industry, finds that the market earned revenue of $482.9 million in 2012 and estimates this to reach $592.1 million in 2017. The research covers CMM, measurement gages, vision measuring machines, as well as optical digitizers and scanners.

Global Electronic Warfare Market to Reach $12.15B in 2014
The global electronic warfare market is estimated to be $12.15 billion in 2014 and is expected to register a CAGR of 4.50% to reach $15.59 billion by 2020.

Report Outlines Declines in Defense Spending
The decline of defense spending will likely force new revenue streams for the aerospace and defense industry that may include innovations in intelligence, precision strike technologies, and cyber security. “It is anticipated that global revenues for the defense sector will track to similar levels as in the past two years, particularly in the U.S. and Europe,” said Tom Captain, DTTL Global Aerospace and Defense Sector leader.

Thermal Imaging Market to See CAGR of 10.9% 2013-2018
The thermal imaging market is estimated to grow from $3.49 billion in 2013 to $5.84 billion in 2018. This represents a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.9% from 2013 to 2018.

Port Security Market to Hit $36.99 Billion by 2018
The global port security market is being driven by the increasing need for sustaining business continuity, threats on ports, and government initiatives. Security of the ports is extremely important to attract both domestic and international investors.

APAC Maritime Issues Impact U.S. Military Needs
The recent U.S. strategic pivot toward the Pacific has placed that region at the forefront of change in the military. Where in the recent past activities in the area of responsibility for the U.S. Central Command defined military needs, now the requirements for the U.S. Pacific Command are emerging as the leading edge of the defense technology sword.

U.S. ISR Video Analytics Budget to Decline
According to new research from Frost & Sullivan’s U.S. ISR Video Analytics, the defense budget for this market will reduce to $837.5 million in 2018 from $1,207.2 million in 2012, as the combat operations in Afghanistan cease.
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The landscape of specialty materials changes so quickly that it can be hard for product developers to keep up. As a result, PCB designers are inundated with data about microwave PCB materials. But very often, it's difficult to find useful information regarding these specialty substrates. So, this month, we present some of the most frequently asked questions about microwave materials encountered at Rogers.

**Q: At what frequency is it necessary to transition from FR-4 types of materials to high-frequency circuit materials?**

**A:** This is a challenging question to answer because different technologies can tolerate more or less performance from a laminate. I'll give a few examples and basic guidelines.

Semiconductor technology has developed enhanced signal processing to the point where a FR-4 material could be used at higher speeds and frequencies than was once thought possible. In most cases where high-speed digital applications reach 10 Gbps or more, you will need to use a high-frequency laminate. There are exceptions, and in some cases a lower data rate PCB will also demand a high-frequency laminate.

High-frequency RF circuits, which are less concerned with insertion loss, could use FR-4 in some of these applications. However, high-frequency laminates offer more than just low loss; they provide very well-controlled dielectric constant. In many RF applications, the control of dielectric constant for the material can be as critical as substrate thickness control. As a general statement, FR-4 materials are typically not used above 3 GHz in RF applications due to insertion loss concerns. However, when dielectric constant control is a critical concern, high-frequency materials should be used instead of FR-4 materials.
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Q: Can high-frequency circuit materials be mixed with FR-4 materials for hybrid multilayer PCBs?

A: Yes, this is often done, and there are fewer compatibility issues than one may assume. A multilayer hybrid PCB using many layers of FR-4 and a few layers of high-frequency circuit materials is commonly utilized for several different reasons. In some cases, the reason is cost-related; the more expensive high-frequency laminates are used only in the layers where better electrical performance is needed.

In other cases, a mix of materials may be used for improved reliability. Some PTFE-based laminates have high coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), which can be a concern when a circuit is built with many layers of this material. Hybrid multilayers have been built with very thermally stable FR-4 (with a low CTE) used on non-electrically critical layers to help offset the higher CTE of some PTFE laminates. As a side note, not all PTFE laminates have a high CTE and many with ceramic fillers have extremely good and low CTE values.

Another case is when it is necessary for a multilayer PCB to use materials of significantly different dielectric constant. In those cases, different high-frequency materials may be mixed together to achieve the goal. With many hybrid builds, the materials are often compatible, however special circuit fabrication processing is necessary. The material suppliers and circuit fabricators should always be involved when hybrid builds are required.

Q: Are high-frequency circuit materials more difficult to fabricate than standard FR-4 materials?

A: Like so many questions and answers in the engineering world, the answer to this question is “it depends.” There are several different types of materials used for high-frequency applications. The two most common circuit materials used are PTFE-based (such as DuPont’s Teflon) and filled hydrocarbon. Both of these categories have subcategories and the following gives some distinction as it relates to circuit fabrication.

PTFE materials that are unfilled or nearly pure PTFE are typically more problematic for the PCB fabricator, because it’s a soft material with a high CTE, and there are dimensional stability issues and special plated through-hole (PTH) processing challenges. PTFE laminates that are reinforced with woven glass negate many of the problems with softness, handling, and dimensional stability. When a laminate is a filled PTFE substrate, the CTE can be significantly improved, and the PTH preparation process is more forgiving. For ease of fabrication, the recommended material is a woven glass-reinforced ceramic-filled PTFE laminate. This laminate offers extremely good electrical performance and can be relatively friendly for PCB fabrication.

The different versions of filled hydrocarbon laminates can vary quite a bit, but in general they can be processed in the same processes as a FR-4 laminate. However, different parameters will be necessary for these processes, but usually the same equipment can be used. A few differences worth mentioning include the need for different speeds/feeds at drill, potentially less drill life, different parameters for PTH preparation using plasma or permanganate, and lamination parameters which are often very different from FR-4 prepreg.

Q: Why does the high-frequency industry need laminates with so many different dielectric constant options?

A: The need for different dielectric constant relates more to RF applications than digital ap-
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applications. In the microwave range of frequencies (about 300 MHz to 30 GHz), the PCB circuit patterns are often the microwave circuit component. As an example, a bandpass filter might not be a component that is soldered onto the PCB, but is actually the conductor pattern of the PCB. An edge-coupled series of conductors and space can act as a bandpass filter at microwave frequencies. A simple microstrip edge-coupled filter is shown in Figure 1 and its function is based on wavelength which is related to the dielectric constant of the material.

Wavelength is a property of an electromagnetic wave that propagates on the circuit. As the name implies, the wavelength is the physical length of the wave and this length is dependent on the dielectric constant of the material and the frequency. The size of many microwave components is based on a fraction of the wavelength; often ½ or ¼ wavelength is used to define circuit features.

In Figure 1, there are line segments with small spaces between them. It may be hard to believe but electrical energy will pass through this circuit very effectively, at the right frequency. The length of each pair of conductors (with a space between them) is ¼ the wavelength at the intended frequency. With conductor lengths at ¼ of the wavelength, there will be a lot of electric energy radiated on one of these elements and that energy couples to its neighboring element (line segment). At the right frequency, the energy of the propagating wave will jump from one element to another, going down this circuit. However, when energy is introduced into this circuit pattern at a different frequency, the wavelength will be different and the energy will not couple from one element to another. Therefore, no electrical energy will propagate.

The physical size of this bandpass filter is related to wavelength at the frequency of interest. If the circuit material dielectric constant is much higher, the size of the circuit would shrink in order to maintain the same wavelength properties. Having a high dielectric constant material can reduce the size of a microwave circuit. This is only one example of many, but in general, microwave circuitry is very dependent on the dielectric constant of the material because the technology uses wavelength properties to produce many different types of circuit functions. Wavelength is very much related to dielectric constant, and a higher dielectric constant yields shorter wavelength.

Q: Why is insertion loss getting so much attention on new applications?

A: Actually, the microwave industry has been concerned with insertion loss for decades. However, now more digital applications are focusing on this concept. Insertion loss is a complicated subject, so I can only give a simple overview here. But in general, insertion loss is the total electrical loss of a high-frequency/high-speed circuit.

Insertion loss is made up of a combination of many losses and one of them is dielectric loss. Usually dielectric loss is related to the dissipation factor (tan-delta, loss tangent) of the circuit material. As the name implies, dielectric loss is the property of a circuit where losses occur due to the substrate. Conductor losses are

Figure 1. Microstrip edge-coupled bandpass filter as part of the PCB pattern, and a wavelength illustration.
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also part of insertion loss. This is loss that is associated with the copper conductors and finish. There is no perfect conductor, but copper is very good for conductivity. If another metal is added to the copper, the overall conductivity will typically decrease which causes more loss. The different finishes used in the PCB industry are typically lower in conductivity than copper and more loss occurs when some plated metal finish is added to the copper conductor. Also, the surface roughness of the copper conductor can cause more loss with a rougher (high-profile) copper surface. Conductor losses are frequency-dependent due to skin depth, and at some frequencies, the conductor losses are minimal while other frequencies can be significant.

Thermal management issues can be a concern when insertion loss causes the circuit to heat up when RF power is applied. A circuit with lower insertion loss will heat less with applied power. In the case of high-speed digital applications, insertion loss will cause the digital pulse to decrease in amplitude and cause possible distortion. Having a circuit with low insertion loss will allow the digital signal to maintain the good integrity needed.

There are many potential interactions between PCB fabrication, circuit design and material properties which need to be understood to ensure the finished circuit will meet the needs of the end user. It is always recommended to consult the circuit material’s manufacturer for new designs and applications to ensure the optimum material is used for the application. 

John Coonrod is a market development engineer for Rogers Corporation’s Advance Circuit Materials Division. To contact Coonrod, click here.
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News Highlights from PCBDesign007 this Month

1. View Full Coverage of DesignCon 2014

DesignCon 2014 is in the record books, but if you couldn’t make the show, don’t worry—we have full video coverage of this essential Silicon Valley engineering event. From the leading-edge technical conference to the packed exposition, our Real Time with... program brings it all to you.

2. Mentor Announces GENIVI 5.0

Mentor has announced the availability of the latest release of its Mentor Embedded Automotive Technology Platform for Linux-based in-vehicle infotainment system development. Automotive Tier One suppliers can speed the development of rich and responsive user interfaces, similar to those seen in consumer electronics devices, with the new graphics development and optimization functionality added to this GENIVI 5.0 compliant release.

3. Zuken Innovation World 2014 Series Kicks Off in India

Zuken has expanded its annual Zuken Innovation World conferences following the success of previous years’ events. This year’s theme is “Power of Innovation,” which has already inspired the speakers from companies around the globe.

4. Polar Instruments Joins HDP User Group

CEO Martyn Gaudion said, “We are very excited to participate in the HDP User Group. We will be active participants in the high-frequency test measurement project furthering the scope of the industry interface standard to better enable an open interface architecture between CAD and CAM tools.”
5 Intercept, Moss Bay EDA Launch Low-cost EMC Solution

EMSAT now has several options for user flows from any layout software environment by utilizing Intercept’s numerous database translators. EMSAT customers can use a DSN file output to analyze a layout for EMC or SI errors. Pantheon reads the error file from EMSAT, then displays the list of errors in a custom EMSAT Viewer dialog for real-time viewing.

6 PCB CAD Segment Down Slightly in Q3

The EDA Consortium Market Statistics Service reports that PCB and multichip module design software revenue dropped 0.3% YOY in Q3 2013. PCB/MCM revenue totaled $152.5 million in Q3 2013. The four-quarters moving average for PCB/MCM increased 7.6%.

7 EPTAC Unveils IPC Designer Certification Team

“We are very excited to be working with EPTAC Corporation and the marriage of our combined reputations in the market, to support and deliver programs that advance the skills of PCB designers everywhere,” noted Gary Ferrari, president of FTS.

8 Cadence Reports Q4, FY 2013 Financial Results

“In 2013, our talented development teams delivered six new innovative products, revenue grew 10%, and we completed three important acquisitions in the IP space,” said Lip-Bu Tan, president and CEO. “Our differentiated design IP portfolio led to wins at over ten top tier customers, including head-to-head wins at advanced FinFET nodes.”

9 Dr. Cliff Hou to Keynote 51st DAC

Cliff Hou, Ph.D., will be a keynote presenter at the Design Automation Conference, June 1-5, 2014. He will discuss how the introduction of 10nm and 7nm processes will alter today’s ecosystem while opening greater EDA and IP opportunities, and will present new system and chip designs.

10 IEEE Reveals “CES: What’s Next” Game Results

While many are touting the future as the age of machine control and robots, 75% of the top predictions selected by survey participants skewed toward the desire for mind or movement control in four categories of up-and-coming technologies: Smart appliances, exoskeletons, curved screens on cellphones, and 3D printers.
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